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A particular family of time- and space-dependent discrete-time quantum walks (QWs) is consid-
ered in one dimensional physical space. The continuous limit of these walks is defined through a
new procedure and computed in full detail. In this limit, the walks coincide with the propagation
of a massless Dirac fermion in an arbitrary gravitational field. A QW mimicking the radial propa-
gation of a fermion outside and inside the event horizon of a Schwarzschild black hole is explicitly
constructed and simulated numerically. Thus, the family of QWs considered in our manuscript
provides a new analogue system to study experimentally coherent quantum propagation in curved
space-time.
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The first quantum walk (QW) was built by Feynman
[1] as a possible discretization of the standard, massive
Dirac dynamics in flat space-time. General discrete-time
QWs have then been introduced in the physics literature
by [2] and [3] and the continuous-time version first ap-
peared in [4]. QWs are the simplest formal analogues
of classical random walks and are important in many
fields, ranging from fundamental quantum physics [5, 6]
to quantum algorithmics [7, 8], solid state phsyics [9–12]
and biophysics [13, 14].
QWs have been realized experimentally, for example
as transport of trapped ions [15, 16], of photons in wave
guide lattices [6] or optical networks [17] and of atoms
in optical lattices [18]. QW experiments of two photons
[19] have recently been performed, with the possibility of
simulating Bose or Fermi statistics [20], and cavity QED
QWs have also been proposed [21].
Following Feynman’s idea, several authors have stud-
ied the continuous limit of general QWs. Most publi-
cations [22–29] only envisage QWs with constant coef-
ficients. The continuous limit of QWs with time-and
space-dependent coefficients has been considered only re-
cently, in [30–32]. These references present several fam-
ilies of QWs, in both (1 + 1) or (1 + 2) space-time di-
mensions, whose continuous limit is described by a flat
space-time Dirac equation with generalized mass term
and electromagnetic coupling. The electromagnetic field
is generated by the space-time dependence of the angles
defining the walks and thus vanishes if these angles are
constant.
The other gauge field wich couples naturally to a Dirac
spinor is evidently gravity. Yet, QWs whose continuous
limit are described by Dirac equations in curved space-
time have remained elusive. This article considers a par-
ticular family of discrete-time QWs with non constant
angles in (1 + 1) space-time dimensions and associates
to this family a continuous limit which is described by a
massless Dirac equation in curved space-time. This fam-
ily has not been previously investigated in [30–32] and
the limit procedure used in these references cannot be
applied to this new family. The result presented in this
article opens the way to possible laboratory experiments
simulating coherent quantum propagation in relativistic
gravitational fields. It also establishes a connection be-
tween general relativity and all the afore mentioned fields,
where QWs are useful.
We consider QWs defined over discrete time and dis-
crete one dimensional space, driven by time- and space-
dependent quantum coins acting on a two-dimensional
Hilbert space H. The walks are defined by the following
finite difference equations, valid for all (j,m) ∈ N× Z:[
ψLj+1,m
ψRj+1,m
]
= B (θj,m)
[
ψLj,m+1
ψRj,m−1
]
, (1)
where
B(θ) =
[− cos θ i sin θ
−i sin θ + cos θ
]
(2)
The index j labels instants and the index m labels spatial
points. For each instant j and each spatial point m, the
wave function Ψjm = ψ
L
jmbL + ψ
R
jmbR has two compo-
nents ψLjm and ψ
R
jm on the spin basis (bL, bR) and these
code for the probability amplitudes of the particle jump-
ing towards the left or towards the right. Note that the
spin basis is interpreted as being independent of j and
m. The total probability pij =
∑
m
(| ψLj,m |2 + | ψRj,m |2)
is independent of j i.e. conserved by the walk. The set
of angles {θj,m, (j,m) ∈ N× Z} defines the walks and is
arbitrary.
Consider now, for all (n, j) ∈ N2, the collection Wnj =
(Ψk,m)k=nj,m∈Z. This collection represents the state of
the QW at ‘time’ k = nj. For any given n, the collec-
tion Sn = (Wnj )j∈N thus represents the entire history of
the QW observed through a stroboscope of ‘period’ n.
The evolution equations for Sn are those linking Wnj+1
to Wnj for all j. These can be deduced from the original
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2evolution equations (1) of the walk, which also coincide
with the evolution equations of S1. In particular, the
evolution equations of S2 read:
ψLj+2,m = cj+1,m
(
cj,m+1ψ
L
j,m+2 − isj,m+1ψRj,m
)
+sj+1,m
(
sj,m−1ψLj,m + icj,m−1ψ
R
j,m−2
)
, (3)
ψRj+2,m = sj+1,m
(
icj,m+1ψ
L
j,m+2 + sj,m+1ψ
R
j,m
)
−cj+1,m
(
isj,m−1ψLj,m − cj,m−1ψRj,m−2
)
, (4)
where cjm = cos(θjm) and sjm = sin(θjm).
To investigate the continuous limit of Sn, we first in-
troduce a time step ∆t and a space step ∆x. We then
consider that Ψjm and θjm are the values taken by a
two-component wave function Ψ and by a function θ at
the space-time point (tj = j∆t, xm = m∆x). We finally
suppose, that Ψ and θ are at least twice differentiable
with respect to both space and time variables for all suffi-
ciently small values of ∆t and ∆x. The formal continuous
limit of Sn is defined as the couple of differential equa-
tions obtained from the discrete-time evolution equations
defining Sn by letting both ∆t and ∆x tend to zero. Let
us therefore introduce a time-scale T , a length-scale L,
an infinitesimal  and write ∆t = T and ∆x = L. The
continuous limit of Sn can then be investigated by Taylor
expanding in powers of  the discrete equations defining
Sn. For the limit to exist, all zeroth order terms must
identically cancel each other and the differential equation
describing the imit is then obtained by equating to zero
the non identically vanishing, lowest order contribution.
Consider first S1, which is identical to the original walk.
It is rather obvious that zeroth order terms cancel each
other only if the operator B defining the walk tends to
unity as  tends to 0 (see [30] for a detailled discussion of
this point). The operator B defining the family of walks
considered in this Letter does not depend on  and is
different from unity for all values of θ. Thus, S1 does
not admit a continuous limit for the family of walks de-
fined by (1). But S2 on the other hand does. Indeed a
straightforward computation delivers the following equa-
tion obeyed by the wave function Ψ:
ΨT + (cos θ)PΨX = QΨ, (5)
where the operators P and Q are represented, in the base
(bL, bR), by the matrices:
P =
(− cos θ i sin θ
−i sin θ cos θ
)
(6)
and
Q =
( −θX sin 2θ2 i2 (θT − θX(cos 2θ))
i
2 (θT + θX(cos 2θ)) θX
sin 2θ
2
)
. (7)
In (5) and (7), the subscript T (resp. X) indicates a
derivative with respect to the dimensionless variable T =
t/T (resp. X = x/L).
The operator P is self-adjoint and its eigenvalues are
−1 and +1. Two eigenvectors associated to these eigen-
values are
b− = i
(
cos
θ
2
)
bL −
(
sin
θ
2
)
bR, (8)
b+ = i
(
sin
θ
2
)
bL +
(
cos
θ
2
)
bR. (9)
The family (b−, b+) forms an orthonormal basis of the
two dimensional spin Hilbert space. Let us now rewrite
equation (5) in components, but in this new orthonormal
basis. A tedious but straightforward computation leads
to:
ψ−T − (cos θ)ψ−X +
θX
2
(sin θ)ψ− = 0
ψ+T + (cos θ)ψ
+
X −
θX
2
(sin θ)ψ+ = 0, (10)
where ψ− and ψ− are the components of Ψ in the
new basis. This form of the equations makes it
easy to check that the continuous dynamics conserves
the total probability pi(T ) =
∫
dX | Ψ(T,X) |2=∫
dX
(| ψ−(T,X) |2 + | ψ+(T,X) |2), as it should.
Suppose now, to make the discussion definite, that
cos θ is strictly positive and introduce in space-
time {(T,X)} the Lorentzian, possibly curved met-
ric G defined by its covariant components (Gµν) =
diag(1,−1/ cos2 θ), where (µ, ν) ∈ {T,X}2. This metric
defines the canonical, scalar ‘volume’ element DGX =√−GdX = dX/cos θ in physical 1D X-space, where G
is the determinant of the metric components Gµν . Dirac
spinors are normalized to unity with respect to DGX,
whereas Ψ is normalized to unity with respect to dX.
We thus introduce Φ = Ψ
√
cos θ and rewrite the equa-
tions of motion (10) in terms of Φ. We obtain:
γa
[
eµa∂µΦ +
1
2
1√−G ∂µ
(√−Geµa)Φ] = 0, (11)
where µ ∈ {T,X}, a ∈ {0, 1}. The usual 2D gamma
matrices are:
γ0 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, γ1 =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
(12)
and the eµa are the components of the diad (orthonormal
basis) e0 = eT and e1 = (cos θ) eX on the original coor-
dinate basis (eT , eX). Equation (11) is the standard [33]
equation of motion for a massless Dirac spinor in (1 + 1)
dimensional space-time with metric G. The spin basis is
(b−, b+).
This result shows that QWs can be used to model
quantum transport in any 2D gravitational field. In-
deed, any 2D Lorentzian metric can be put under the
above diagonal form by a suitable choice of coordinates.
3The single angle θ(t, x) is thus enough to describe any
2D gravitational field. Let us stress however that grav-
ity is very different in 2D and in 4D since, In particular,
all 2D space-times are conformally flat [34]. But equa-
tion (11) can also be used to model quantum transport in
higher dimensional space-times by QWs on the line. As
an example, we now construct a QW on the line which
mimicks the radial motion of a Dirac spinor in a spheri-
cally symmetric 4D black hole.
A Schwarschild black hole is a spherically symmetric
solution of Einstein equation in vacuo. The correspond-
ing 4D metric reads, in dimensionless Lemaˆıtre coordi-
nates (τ, ρ, θ, φ) [35]:
ds2 = dτ2 − rg
r
dρ2 − r2dΩ (13)
where r(τ, ρ) = r
1/3
g
[
3
2 (ρ− τ)
]2/3
, dΩ = dθ2 +
(sin2 θ)dφ2. The event horizon is located at r = rg i.e.
ρ = τ + (2/3)rg, and the singularity is located at r = 0
i.e. ρ = τ . The exterior of the black hole is the domain
r > rg.The range of variations for the Lemaˆıtre coordi-
nates is τ ≥ 0, ρ ≥ τ (i.e. r(τ, ρ) ≥ 0), 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi,
0 ≤ φ < 2pi.
Because of the spherical symmetry, a point mass which
starts its motion radially will go on moving radially. Ra-
dial motion can be studied by introducing the 2D metric
g, also singular at r = 0, with covariant components
gττ = 1, gρρ = −rg/r, gτρ = gρτ = 0. The null geodesics
of g are defined by dτ = ± (rg/r(τ, ρ))1/2 dρ. Note that
the 2D projection of the horizon on the (τ, ρ)-plane co-
incides with a null geodesics of g.
We now identify the dimensionless time T with the
time coordinate τ and the dimensionless space variable
X with λρ, where λ is an arbitrary strictly positive real
number (see Fig.1). The ‘radius’ r can then be expressed
as a function of T and X:
r(T,X) =
[
3
2
(
X
λ
− T
)]2/3
r1/3g , (14)
and the components of g in the coordinate basis asso-
ciated to T and X are gTT = 1, gXX = −rg/(λ2r),
gTX = gXT = 0. Note that the condition ρ ≥ τ tran-
scribes into X ≥ λT .
Let D be the domain where −gXX ≥ 1. This domain
is characterized, in (T,X) coordinates, by the condition
X ≤ λT+ 23λ2 rg. In D the metric g can be identified with
the metric G (see Eq.(??)). This identification defines a
angle θ which depends on T and X by:
(cos θ)(T,X) = λ
√
r(T,X)
rg
(15)
and, by extension, a QW in D.
The condition defining D can be rewritten as r ≤
rg/λ
2, The domain D thus includes, for all λ, the sin-
gularity located at r = 0. For λ > 1, rg/λ
2 < rg and D
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FIG. 1: (color online) Density of the QW vs. null geodesics
(solid curves) of the 2D Schwarschild metric for various values
of λ (see text and Eq.(14)). The singularity is represented by
the dotted and dashed line on the left and the horizon (which
is a null geodesic) is represented by the dashed line. Figure
(a) and (b): The two branches of the QW which starts inside
the horizon end up on the singularity. The (red) solid line
represents the limit of the definition domain D of the QW.
Figure (c): one branch of a QW which starts on the horizon
stays on the horizon while the other branch ends up on the
singularity. Figure (d): one branch of the QW which starts
outside the horizon propagates away from the black hole, and
the other branch ends up on the singularity
.
is then entirely located inside the horizon. For λ = 1, D
coincides with the interior of the horizon, and D extends
outside the horizon for λ < 1.
The spatial density | Ψ(T,X) |2 of the walk defined by
Eqs.(1),(2) and (15) is plotted in Fig.1. All graphs have
been obtained with rg = 150 and  = 0.5. The initial
condition is Ψ(0, X) =
√
n0(X) (bL + ibR) with an initial
Gaussian density n0 of variance ∆X0 = 2.5 centered on
X0 = 50.5. In Fig.1.a and Fig.1.b (in which the right
limit of D coincides with the horizon) both branches of
the QW starts their evolution inside the horizon, and end
up on the singularity. In Fig.1.c the QW starts exactly
on the horizon; the right branch follows it while the left
branch ends up on the singularity. In Fig.1.d the QW
starts outside the horizon; its right branch propagates
away from the horizon while the left branch still ends up
on the singularity.
Fig.1 clearly shows that the QW closely follows null
geodesics of the metric i.e. behaves as a massless fermion
4in the gravitational field of the black hole. The agree-
ment between the geodesics and the density profile of
the walk is all the more remarkable given that all graphs
correspond to  = 0.5, which lies well outside of the con-
tinuous limit  1 envisaged above. Note however that
the right branch of the QW lags slightly behind the null
geodesic when approaching the r = 0 singularity (see top
of Fig.1.b) The numerical results thus suggest that the
main result of this Letter can somehow be extended be-
yond the continuous limit. This interesting point will be
investigated in future publications.
In summary, we have considered a particular family
of one-dimensional QWs which does not admit a con-
tinuous limit by the procedure used in [30–32]. We have
introduced a new procedure, which ammounts to keeping
one time step out of two, and which gives a continuous
limit to walks from this family. We have computed this
limit and proven that it coincides with the propagation
of a massless Dirac fermion in an arbitrary gravitational
field. Note however that Fig.1, where all time steps are
retained, shows that the density clearly follows, at all
times, the null geodesic predicted by the continuous limit.
We have also constructed explicitely a QW which mim-
icks the propagation of a fermion outside and inside the
event horizon of a Schwarzschild black hole, and illus-
trated this construction by numerical simulations.
Let us now discuss the above results. Keeping only
one time-step of the QW out of two to build a contin-
uous limit might appear unnatural and might even look
like a purely mathematical trick. Let us explain now in
detail why this is not so. Consider first, as an instructive
example, the sequence of numbers uj defined by u0 = 1
and
uj+1 = σ exp(iωT )uj , (16)
for j ∈ N; here, ω is an arbitrary real number, T is a
time-scale and σ = ±1 and does not depend on j. A
direct computation shows that uj = σ
j exp(iωtj) with
tj = jT . Suppose σ = +1. The sequence uj is then a
simple circular function of the time tj . On the contrary,
if σ = −1, the sequence uj is then circular function of
the time tj combined with an extra phase shift of pi at
every time-step. The sequence uj admits a continuous
limit if σ = +1. But, it does not if σ = −1, because
of this extra phase shift. In particular, if σ = −1, the
oscillating behavior of the sequence uj cannot be recov-
ered by simply taking the continuous limit of the evolu-
tion equation (16). The best way to recover this oscil-
lating behavior is then to consider the new sequence vk
built out of uj by keeping only one time step out of two.
Indeed, this new sequence obeys the discrete evolution
equation vk+1 = exp(2iωT )vk. This equation admits a
continuous limit, described by the ordinary differential
equation dvdt = 2iω v, which clearly reveals the oscillating
behaviour in v and, thus, in u. Naturally, all information
on the extra phase-shift of pi is lost in this procedure.
Note however that this extra phase-shift does not influ-
ence the sequence of the squared moduli | uj |2.
Let us now compare the preceding example with the
QWs examined in [30–32] and in this article. The spinor
Ψ plays a role similar to u and the evolution equation
of the walk (equation (1) for the QWs considered in this
article) has the same status as (16). The QWs studied in
[30–32] are equivalent to the sequence uj obtained with
σ = +1. They thus admit a standard continuous limit,
which is fully described in these earlier publications. This
limit coincides with the propagation in flat space-time of
a Dirac fermion possibly coupled to an electric field. On
the other hand, the QWs defined by (1) and (2) corre-
spond to the sequence uj with σ = −1 and they do not
admit a continuous limit. But the derived walks built
by keeping only one time-step out of two of the original
QWs do admit a continuous limit because the squared
matrix B2 = 1, just as (−1)2 = 1. Keeping one time-step
out of two is thus not a contrived, unphysical procedure.
On the contrary, it is dictated by the very definition of
the QWs we study in this article and it is the only one
which delivers a continuous limit for these walks. The
obtained continuous limit coincides with the physically
interesting situation of a massless Dirac fermion prop-
agating in curved space-time. Since the retained limit
procedure is itself dictated by the QWs studied in this
article, the geometry appearing in their continuous limit
is an intrinsic property of the walks themselves.
The explicit construction of a QW mimicking propaga-
tion in and around a black hole shows that it is possible,
at least in principle, to simulate by laboratory experi-
ments the propagation of quantum systems in interesting
relativistic gravitational fields.
The work presented in this article should naturally be
extended in several directions. One should first investi-
gate systematically all QWs on the line defined with a
quantum coin acting on a 2D Hilbert space and, for each
family of walks, try and determine if and how a contin-
uous limit can be obtained. One should also extend the
main result of this article to QWs defined on physical
space of higher dimension and/or defined by quantum
coins acting on a higher dimensional Hilbert space. A
particular goal would be to obtain walks whose limits
are described by a Dirac fermion coupled to both a grav-
itational and an electromagnetic field.
As noted earlier, the geometry appearing in the contin-
uous limit of the QWs studied in this article is an intrinsic
property of these walks and is not to be confused with the
geometry the ‘real’, ‘physical’ space-time which might be
used to realize the walk experimentally. Another exten-
sion of this work would therefore be to consider walks
defined on curved physical spaces (resp. graphs), and
to investigate how the geometry of the underlying space
(resp. graph) couples to the intrinsic geometry of the
walk. This is not a purely academical problem, since
QWs can model photon transport in networks of algae,
5which may have a non trivial geometry.
The main result of this Letter also suggests that con-
cepts from general relativity and differential geometry
may play a key role to understanding the behaviour of
QWs on graphs and their use in quatum algorithmics.
This role should also be investigated thoroughly.
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